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An analytical and experimental investigation of the Lamb wave-mode tuning with piezo-
electric wafer active sensors (PWASs) is presented. The analytical investigation assumes
a PWAS transducer bonded to the upper surface of an isotropic flat plate. Shear lag
transfer of tractions and strains is assumed, and an analytical solution using the space-
wise Fourier transform is reviewed, closed-form solutions are presented for the case of
ideal bonding (i.e., load transfer mechanism localized at the PWAS boundary). The
analytical solutions are used to derive Lamb wave-mode tuning curves, which indicate
that frequencies exist at which the A0 mode or the S0 mode can be either suppressed or
enhanced. Extensive experimental tests that verify these tuning curves are reported. The
concept of “effective PWAS dimension” is introduced to account for the discrepancies
between the ideal bonding hypothesis and the actual shear-lag load transfer mechanism.
The paper further shows that the capability to excite only one desired Lamb wave mode
is critical for practical structural health monitoring (SHM) applications such as PWAS
phased array technique (e.g., the embedded ultrasonics structural radar (EUSR)) and the
time reversal process (TRP). In PWAS phased array EUSR applications, the basic as-
sumption of the presence of a single low-dispersion Lamb wave mode (S0) is invoked
since several Lamb wave modes traveling at different speeds would disturb the damage
imaging results. Examples are given of correctly tuned EUSR images versus detuned
cases, which illustrate the paramount importance of Lamb wave-mode tuning for the
success of the EUSR method. In the TRP study, an input wave packet is reconstructed at
a transmission PWAS when the signal recorded at the receiving PWAS is reversed in the
time domain and transmitted back to the original PWAS. Ideally, TRP could be used for
damage detection without a prior baseline. However, the application of TRP to Lamb
waves SHM is impended by the dispersive and multimodal nature of the Lamb waves. The
presence of more then one mode usually produces additional wave packets on both sides
of the original wave packet due to the coupling of the Lamb wave modes. The PWAS
Lamb wave tuning technique described in this paper is used to resolve the side packets
problem. Several tuning cases are illustrated. It is found that the 30 kHz tuning of the A0
Lamb wave mode with a 16-count smoothed tone burst leads to the complete elimination
of the side wave packets. However, the elimination was less perfect for the 290 kHz
tuning of the S0 mode due to the frequency sidebands present in the tone-burst wave
packet. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2748469�

Keywords: structural health monitoring, SHM, Lamb waves, piezoelectric wafer active
sensor, PWAS, tuning, sensors phased array, time reversal process, embedded ultrasonics
structural radar, EUSR
Introduction
An analytical and experimental investigation of Lamb wave-
ode tuning with piezoelectric wafer active sensors �PWAS� is

resented. The analytical investigation assumes PWAS bonded to
he upper surface of an isotropic flat plate. Shear lag transfer of
ractions and strains is assumed, an analytical solution using the
pacewise Fourier transform is reviewed, and closed-form solu-
ions are presented for the case of ideal bonding. The analytical
olutions are used to derive Lamb wave-mode tuning curves,
hich indicate that frequencies exist at which the A0 mode or the
0 mode can be either suppressed or enhanced. Extensive experi-
ental tests that verify these tuning curves are reported. The con-
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cept of “effective PWAS dimension” is introduced to account for
the discrepancies between the ideal bonding hypothesis and the
actual shear-lag load transfer mechanism. The paper further shows
that the capability to excite only one desired Lamb wave mode is
critical for practical applications, such as PWAS phased array
technique and the time reversal process. In PWAS phased array
applications, the assumption of the presence of a single low-
dispersion Lamb wave mode �S0� is invoked since several Lamb
wave modes traveling at different speeds would disturb the dam-
age imaging results. Examples are given of correctly tuned EUSR
images versus detuned cases, which illustrate the paramount im-
portance of Lamb wave-mode tuning. In the TRP study, an input
wave packet is reconstructed at a transmission PWAS when the
signal recorded at the receiving PWAS is reversed in the time
domain and transmitted back to the original PWAS. Ideally, TRP
could be used for damage detection without a prior baseline.

However, the application of TRP to Lamb waves structural health
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onitoring �SHM� is impended by the dispersive and multimodal
ature of the Lamb waves. The presence of more then one mode
sually produces additional wave packets on both sides of the
riginal wave packet due to the coupling of the Lamb wave
odes. The PWAS Lamb wave tuning technique described in this

aper is used to resolve the side packets problem. Several tuning
ases are illustrated. It is found that the 30 kHz tuning of the A0
amb wave mode with a 16-count smoothed tone burst leads to

he complete elimination of the side wave packets. However, the
limination was less perfect for the 290 kHz tuning of the S0
ode due to the frequency sidebands present in the tone-burst
ave packet.

PWAS Lamb Wave Tuning on plates
The tuning of a particular mode is quite important in structural

ealth monitoring. Of particular interest is the interaction of
WAS and structure together. The coupling between PWAS and
tructures has been studied Crawley and de Luis �1�, by Crawley
nd Anderson �2�, and Giurgiutiu �3�. Figure 1 shows the PWAS
onded to the plate. Assume the PWAS has elastic modulus Ea
nd thickness ta, while the structure has elastic modulus E and
hickness t, and the bond layer has shear modulus Gb and thick-
ess tb. The bond layer acts as a shear layer in which the mechani-
al effects are transmitted through the shear effects.

With this model, the interfacial shear stress in bonding layer is
xpressed through

��x� =
ta

a

�

� + �
Ea�ISA��a

sinh �x

cosh �a
� �1�

here � is a coefficient that depends on the frequency, phase
elocity, and plate thickness, and, hence, on the strain distribution
cross the plate thickness. For low-frequency dynamic conditions,
can be taken equal to 4 �symmetric and antisymmetric 0 modes

an be approximated, respectively, with axial and flexural waves�.
oefficient �=Et /Eata represents the maximum fraction of the
iezoelectric strain that can be induced in the structure; �ISA is the
nduced strain in the PWAS by an electric voltage; �2 is the shear
ag parameter and it indicates the effectiveness of the shear trans-
er. � is influenced by the stiffness and thickness of the bonding
ayer tb. A characteristic plot of the interfacial shear stress along
he length of the PWAS for different thickness of the bonded
ayers is represented in Fig. 2. For a thin layer of the bonded

aterial �1 �m�, the shear stress is transmitted to the structure
nly at the ends of the PWAS. This is the ideal bonding solution,
hich can be considered true as a first approach to the problem. In

his case, the shear stress in the bonding layer can be expressed as

��x� = a�0���x − a� − ��x + a�� �2�
When the PWAS is coupled with the structure, the actuator and

he structure may extend, bend, and shear. The relatively impor-
ance of one of the three modes depends on the geometry and the
tiffness of the structure, the PWAS, and the bonding layer. We

ig. 1 Layer interaction between the PWAS and the structure
odeling †3‡
ssume that the bonding between the PWAS and the structure is
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ideal; hence, only the interaction between the PWAS and the plate
is of interest and the load is transferred at the ends of the PWAS.

To investigate the tuning of the two elements two different
kinds of methods can be used: the classical integral transform
method as developed by Giurgiutiu �3� for 1D PWAS and by
Raghavan and Cesnik �4,5� for circular PWAS and 3D PWAS; and
the modal normal expansion technique �MNE�, as developed by
Auld �6�, where the fields generated in the structure due to the
application of the surface loading are expanded in the form of an
infinite series of the normal modes of the structure itself. In both
techniques, the velocity field of the modes must be known, and it
is important to clearly define the physical properties of the sources
used to generate the waves. In Sec. 2.1, an overview of the inte-
gral transform technique and some interesting experimental re-
sults that validate the theoretical results will be presented.

2.1 PWAS-Lamb Wave Interaction via the Integral Trans-
form Technique. The integral transform technique for the case of
infinite PWAS strip bonded with a finite adhesive layer to a plate
was first developed by Giurgiutiu �3�. He assumed the harmonic
load distribution �2� for the case of an ideal bonding solution. This
assumption led to a harmonic solution of the wave equation itself.
The wave equation in terms of potential function was solved by
transforming it with the Fourier transform, and the displacement
solution was found. The problem was divided into symmetric and
antisymmetric solutions �the plate under investigation was isotro-
pic�. The boundary conditions applied were as represented in Fig.
3. Once the integration constants were derived, the strain equa-
tions were transformed to the space domain with an inverse Fou-
rier transformation. The inversion required the use of the theorem
of the residues,

��x�x,t��y=d = − i
a�0

� �	
�S

sin��Sa�
NS��S�
DS���

S�
e−i��Sx−	t�

+ 	
�A

sin��Aa�
NA��A�
DA���A�

e−i��Ax−	t�
 �3�

where

NS = �
��2 + 
2�cos��d�cos�
d�; NA = �
��2

+ 
2�sin��d�sin�
d� �4�

2 2 2 2

Fig. 2 Variation of shear-lag transfer mechanism with bond
thickness tb for a APC-850 PWAS „Ea=63 GPa, ta=0.2 mm, la
=7 mm, d31=−175 mm/kV… attached to a thin-wall aluminum
structure „E=70 GPa and t=1 mm… through a bond layer of Gb
=2 GPa „normalized position covers a half-PWAS length from
center outward…
DS = �� − 
 � cos��d�sin�
d� + 4� �
 sin��d�cos�
d� �5�
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DA = ��2 − 
2�2 sin��d�cos�
d� + 4�2�
 cos��d�sin�
d� �6�
S and �A are the zeros of the Rayleigh-Lamb equations for sym-
etric and antisymmetric mode, respectively,

tan�
d�
tan��d�

= − � 4�2�


��2 − 
2�2
±1

�7�

here d is the half thickness of the plate, �2= �	2 /cp
2�−�2; 
2

�	2 /cS
2�−�2 and �2=	2 /c2, cp is the pressure velocity, cs is the

hear velocity, c is the unknown phase velocity, and � is the wave-
umber in the x and r directions, respectively. The plus in Eq. �7�
s for the symmetric case and the minus for the antisymmetric
ase.

From the derived strain equation, the displacement equation
as calculated,

�ux�x,t��y=d = −
a2�0

� �	
�S

sin��Sa�
�Sa

NS��S�
DS���

S�
e−i��Sx−	t�

+ 	
�A

sin��Aa�
�Aa

NA��A�
DA���A�

e−i��Ax−	t�
 �8�

Raghavan and Cesnik �4� had extended these 1D results to the
ase of a circular crested Lamb waves. The resulting expression of
he displacement has Bessel and Henkel function instead of sine
nd exponential functions, i.e.,

�ur�r,t��z=d = − �i
a�0

�
ei	t�	

�S

J1��Sa�
NS��S�
DS���

S�
H1

�2���Sr�

+ 	
�A

J1��Aa�
NA��A�
DA���A�

H1
�2���Ar�
 �9�

he strain can be derived from Eq. �9� as

��r�r,t��z=d =
�ur��r,t��z=d

�r
�10�

Figure 4 represent a simulation of Eq. �3�. It is noted that the
ormalize strain curves follow the general pattern of a sine func-
ion, which hits zeros when the half length of the PWAS match an
dd multiple of one of the wavenumbers of the Lamb waves plate.
s indicated in Fig. 4, such zeros occurred at different frequencies

or the A0 mode than for the S0 mode. Raghavan and Cesnik �5�
ave also developed the integral form solution for 3D PWAS. In
his case, the equation of motion is a function of three space
ariables. In order to ease the solution of the problem, they used
he double Fourier transform. The theoretical procedure is similar
o that of 2D model; however, the transformation back to the
pace domain is quite difficult. For this motive, the authors only
onsidered some particular configurations, such as rectangular and

Fig. 3 Load on a plate due to the P
asntisymmetric †3‡
ing-shaped piezoelectric actuators.
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2.2 Experimental Validation of PWAS Lamb Wave
Tuning. Experiments have been performed on different plate
thicknesses and PWAS shapes �Fig. 5� to validate the theoretical
formulae presented in the previous section. The signal used was a
Hanning windowed tone burst with three counts. The signal was
generated by a function generator �Hewlett Packard 33120A� and
sent through an amplifier �Krohn-Hite� to a transmitter PWAS. A
digital oscilloscope �Tektronix TDS5034B� was used to measure
the signal captured at the receiver PWAS. Several plates were
used for these experiments: �i� aluminum alloy 2024-T3 1.07 mm
thickness 1222�1063 mm; �ii� aluminum alloy 6061-T8

S actuation: „a… symmetric and „b…

Fig. 4 Predicted Lamb wave response of a 1.6 mm aluminum
plate under a 7 mm PWAS excitation: strain response

Fig. 5 Aluminum plate 2024-T3 1.07 mm with square, rectan-
WA
gular, and round PWASs
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.175 mm thickness 505�503 mm, and �iii� aluminum alloy
024-T3 3.15 mm thickness 1209�1209 mm. In each experi-
ent, we used two PWASs at a distance 250 mm from each other.
ne PWAS was used as transmitter and the other as receiver. The

requency of the signal was swept from 10 kHz to 700 kHz in
teps of 20 kHz. In this frequency range, for the 1.07 mm thick-
ess plate, only S0 and A0 modes were present; whereas for the
.175 mm and 3.15 mm thick plates, the S0, A0, and A1 modes
ere present. For each frequency, the wave amplitude and the

ime of flight for both the symmetric S0 mode and the antisym-
etric A0 and A1 modes were collected. From these readings, we

omputed the group velocity for each mode.

2.2.1 Square PWAS Tuning. In these experiments we used a
quare PWAS of 7 mm long, 0.2 mm thick �American Piezo Ce-
amics APC-850�.

2.2.1.1 Experiments on aluminum alloy 2024-T3 1.07 mm
hickness 1222�1063 mm. Figure 5 shows the conuration for the
quare PWAS on the plate aluminum alloy 2024-T3 1.07 mm
hickness. The PWAS were located at the center of the plate in
rder to avoid interference with the reflection from the
oundaries.

Figure 6�a� shows the experimental data of the wave amplitude
or the S0 and A0 modes. Figure 6�b� shows the predicted values
f the wave amplitude for S0 and A0 modes for a PWAS with
ffective length of 6.4 mm. For this effective PWAS length value,
e obtained the best agreement between experiments and predic-

ions. In the development of the theory, it was assumed that there
as ideal bonding between the PWAS and the plate. This assump-

ion means that the stresses between the transducers and the plate
re fully transferred at the PWAS ends. In reality, the stresses are
ransferred over a region adjacent to the PWAS ends �Fig. 2�. The
xperimental and theoretical values of the tuning were brought in
ood agreement by using the equivalent PWAS length value �Figs.
�a� and 6�b��. The first maximum of the A0 mode happened at
round 60 Hz, at which frequency the S0 mode is very small. This
ehavior was correspondingly observed experimentally. The first
inimum of the A0 mode, both in the experimental graph and in

he predicted graph, was found around 210 kHz. At this fre-
uency, the S0 mode amplitude is nonzero and placed on an in-
reasing curve. Thus, at this frequency, the S0 signal was domi-
ant. In addition, the theory also predicts that the S0 maximum
ould happen at 425 kHz, which is the same frequency as that of

he second A0 maximum; this prediction was also verified by the

Fig. 6 Tuning: Aluminum 2024-T3, 1.07 mm thickness,
tion with Eq. „3…
xperiments.
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2.2.1.2 Experiments on aluminum alloy 2024-T3 3.15 mm
thickness 1209�1209 mm. Experiments have been performed on
plates of thickness 3.15 mm. In these cases, at frequencies be-
tween 500 kHz and 700 kHz, the modes present were S0, A0, and
A1. Their velocities were close to one another, and the S0 and A1
modes were both dispersive at the frequency-thickness product
values. Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show, respectively, the experimental
data and the predicted values of the amplitude of the A0, S0, and
A1 wave for an aluminum plate 2024-T3 3.15 mm thickness
1209�1209 mm. The experimental and predicted values are in
accordance up to 550 kHz. The S0 maximum is close to the A0
minimum in both representations. The A1 mode can be detected.

2.2.2 Rectangular PWAS Tuning. Rectangular PWAS of high
aspect ratio were tested to examine the directional tuning of Lamb
waves. Three rectangular PWAS of 25 mm�5 mm long and
0.15 mm thickness �Steiner & Martin� were used. The experiment
configuration is shown in Fig. 5. PWAS P1 was the transmitter
and PWAS P2 and P3 were the receivers. Only the experiment
from PWAS P1 to PWAS P2 is reported for brevity. Figure 8�a�
shows the experimental values of the wave amplitude for frequen-
cies up to 250 kHz taken with steps of 3 kHz. The small steps
used to collect the data allowed detection of the three maxima in
the A0 mode. The first two maxima are in accordance with the
predicted values, while the third is at a higher frequency than that
predicted. The S0 maximum is in accordance with the predicted
values �Fig. 8�b��. The value of the theoretical PWAS that best
predicts the experimental behavior is 24.8 mm. It is interesting to
note that when the receiver is along the line of the larger dimen-
sion of the transmitter, the PWAS behaves as a square PWAS �i.e.,
25 mm�25 mm�.

2.2.3 Effective PWAS Length Values. During the experiments,
it was noted that the best concordance between the experimental
data and the predicted curves was achieved for a theoretical
PWAS length smaller than that of the real transducer. In particular,
it was found that as the length of the PWAS decreases, the per-
centage of noneffective area of the transducer increases. Table 1
shows the values of the real PWAS length, the effective values
used in the theoretical predictions and the percentages of the ef-
fective length of the real PWAS and the complimentary noneffec-
tive length.

While the rectangular PWAS along its greatest dimension
�25 mm� transmits stress to the plate very close to its borders, the
same PWAS in the smallest dimension �5 mm� transmits the stress

m square PWAS: „a… experimental data and „b… predic-
7 m
to the plate at 5% of its length before the borders. The adjustment
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f the PWAS length was necessary because the theoretical formu-
as supposed that the stress induced by the PWAS was transferred
o the structure only at the end of the PWAS. The experiments
ave shown that this assumption is not entirely true and that the
heory must include the actual shear stress transmission mecha-
ism. However, in lieu of a more complete theory, we have de-
eloped here the concept of effective PWAS length, as indicated
n Table 1.

Applications
The use of tuned Lamb wave modes in structural health moni-

oring is very important because it permits the researchers to ad-
ress the detection of specific defects with specific Lamb wave
odes. First, we explored the use of a PWAS phased array and

uned S0 mode Lamb waves to create sweeping beams that can
nterrogate a large area from a single location. Next, we verified

Fig. 7 Aluminum 2024-T3, 3.15 mm thickness, 7 mm sq
„3……

Fig. 8 Tuning on plate 2024-T3, 1.07 mm thick, rectang
tion with Eq. „3…

Table 1 PWAS

Real PWAS length
�mm�

Effective PWAS length
�mm�

Perc

25 24.8
7 6.4
5 4.5
56 / Vol. 129, DECEMBER 2007
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that the ability of tuning certain Lamb wave modes is very impor-
tant for using time reversal method to perfectly reconstruct the
input excitation.

3.1 Phase Array. The phased array application of the PWAS
transducers allows large structural areas to be monitored from a
single location. The phased array application utilizes the beam
steering concepts based on differentially firing various elements of
the phased array such that constructive/destructive interference of
all the transducers forms a wave beam in a certain direction. The
phased array concept was initially developed for radar applica-
tions where it operates with single-mode electromagnetic waves.
The phased array concept was transitioned to PWAS-coupled
Lamb waves by Giurgiutiu and Bao �7� under the name “embed-
ded ultrasonics structural radar” �EUSR�. The EUSR principles
and initial results were reported extensively in Ref. �7�. Using

re PWAS: „a… experimental data and „b… prediction „Eq.

r PWAS „P1-P2…: „a… experimental data and „b… predic-

fective length

of effective PWAS
�%�

Percent of noneffective PWAS
�%�

99.2 0.8
91.4 8.6
90 10
ua
ula
ef

ent
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amb waves propagating as guided waves in thin-wall plate and
hell structures allows monitoring of large structural areas from a
ingle location in which the PWAS phased array is placed. This
oncept can be applied to various thin-wall structures, such as
ircraft, storage tanks, large pipes, etc. The main challenge in this
pplication �as different from the electromagnetic radar� is the fact
hat Lamb waves are basically multimode and generally disper-
ive. However, these multimodal and dispersive challenges can be
uccessfully alleviated through the use of Lamb wave tuning, as
escribed next.

3.1.1 PWAS Guided Lamb Wave Phased Array. The concept
f PWAS guided Lamb wave phased array utilizes an array of M
losely spaced PWAS that are permanently attached to the struc-
ures �Fig. 9�a�� and interrogate it at will. The wave pattern gen-
rated by the phased array is the result of the superposition of the
aves generated by each individual element. By sequentially fir-

ng the individual elements of an array transducer at slightly dif-
erent times, the ultrasonic wave front can be focused or steered in
specific direction. Thus, sweeping and/or refocusing of the beam

s achieved electronically without physically manipulating the
ransducers. To keep the instrumentation to a minimum, we
dopted a virtual steering beam concept. The data collection is
onducted in a round-robin pattern. That is to say, at a time, one
WAS serves as transmitter while all the others receive; then all
WASs in the array takes turn to serve as the transmitter. By this
eans, a total of M2 signals will be recorded for a M-PWAS array.
his set of M2 elemental signals is then sent to be processed by

he EUSR algorithm, implementing the delays and sum as a signal
ost-processing procedure, such that a virtual sweeping beam is
enerated. The pulse-echo detection of crack consists of two-step
eamforming, the transmission beamforming and reflection beam-
orming. Hence, the phased array principles are used to image
arge structural areas from a single location using an array of

ig. 9 PWAS phased array interrogation: „a… illustration of a
WAS phased array to be directed to a certain direction and „b…
eamforming of a PWAS array using eight PWAS aligned along
straight line

Fig. 10 Frequency tuning for crack detection in a 1 mm thi

group velocity-frequency plot
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M-PWAS in pulse-echo mode. An example of beamforming direc-
tivity patterns for an eight-PWAS linear phased array is shown in
Fig. 9�b�. The plot shows the native beamforming �without de-
lays�, which for a linear array is at 90 deg, and the directed beam-
forming at 45 deg after applying appropriate delays.

3.1.2 Frequency Tuning Effects in PWAS EUSR
Phased-Arrays. As discussed earlier, Lamb waves can exist in a
number of dispersive modes that can simultaneously exist at any
given frequency. However, through smoothed tone-burst excita-
tion of carrier frequency fc and frequency tuning, it is possible to
confine the excitation to a particular Lamb wave mode, of wave
speed c and wave length  / fc. Consider, for example, the struc-
tural health monitoring of a thin-wall structure using Lamb waves.
For a 1 mm wall thickness and an operation frequency range of
0–1000 kHz, two Lamb wave modes �A0 and S0� exist simulta-
neously. However, as shown earlier in this paper, there are fre-
quency values where one of the two modes is nearly suppressed.
For example, for a 7 mm square PWAS at very low frequency
�5–100 kHz�, S0 mode vibration is very small and the A0 mode
dominates �Fig. 10�a��.

Similarly, at frequency 210 kHz, S0 dominates and A0 barely
exist. Group velocity frequency plots of S0 and A0 modes are
shown in Fig. 10�b�. We can see that within the 0–1000 kHz
range, the S0 mode velocity is almost constant, i.e., the S0 mode
is much less dispersive compared to the A0 mode. This observa-
tion is consistent with the fact that, usually in Lamb wave nonde-
structive evaluation �NDE� and SHM applications, A0 mode is
used for the detection of surface defects and disbonds/
delaminations while S0 mode is used for through the thickness
damage detection �8�. Therefore, for crack detection using PWAS
phased array, the S0 mode excitation is expected to give much
better results. In addition, to obtain a high-quality EUSR scanning
image, we also need the response of the S0 Lamb wave mode to
be sufficiently strong, thus carrying well the information about
damage location and size. Another factor to be concerned during
the frequency tuning is the ratio of d /. Our previous research has
found out that this ratio should be smaller than or equal to 0.5 in
order to observe the sampling theorem �otherwise, a disturbing
lobe, called the grating lobe, may be present�. While within the
effective range, a larger d / value is desired since it offers better
directivity, known as thinner mainlobe width �9�. Scanning with a
phased array having good directivity will give a more correct
indication of the crack size. Because of the relation =c / f , we see
that higher tuning frequency should be used for larger d / values.
Therefore, the objective of frequency tuning applied to the PWAS
phased arrays is to find an excitation frequency high enough and

aluminum plate specimen: „a… strain-frequency plot and „b…
ck
DECEMBER 2007, Vol. 129 / 757
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t which the response signal will have high S0/A0 ratio �in terms
f magnitude�, as well as high signal-noise-ratio �SNR� while ob-
erving the sampling theorem.

3.1.3 EUSR Phased Arrays With PWAS Frequency Tuning.
he specimen used in the experiments was a 1220 mm square
mm thick panel of 2024-T3 Al-clad aircraft grade sheet metal

tock. The crack is placed on a line midway between the center of
he plate and its upper edge. The crack is 19 mm long, 0.127 mm
ide. The crack is placed at broadside w.r.t. the phase array at

oordinates �0, 0.305 m�, i.e., at r=305 mm, �0=90° �Fig. 11�a��.
he PWAS phased array was constructed from eight, 0.2 mm

hick, 7 mm square piezoelectric wafers �American Piezo Ceramic
nc., APC-850� placed on a straight line in the center of the plate.
he PWAS were spaced at pitch d=8 mm. The instrumentation
onsisted of an HP33120A arbitrary signal generator, a Tektronix
DS210 digital oscilloscope, and a portable PC with DAQ and
PIB interfaces. A LabVIEW™ computer program was devel-
ped to digitally control the signal switching, to record the data
rom the digital oscilloscope, and to generate the group of raw
ata files. Photographs of the experimental setup are presented in
ig. 11�b�.
During the Lamb wave-tuning procedure, both pitch-catch and

ulse-echo methods were employed to find out the best tuning
requencies. The experimental voltage measurement obtained
rom pitch catch experiment is shown in Fig. 12�a�. We see that at
requency 210 kHz, it yields the maximum S0/A0 ratio, whereas
t frequency 300 kHz the S0 mode achieves maximum response.
herefore, both 210 kHz and 300 kHz could be used as potential

Fig. 11 PWAS guided wave phased array applicatio
equipment

Fig. 12 Frequency tuning for EUSR phased array app

echo signal at 210 kHz tuning frequency, and „c… pulse ech
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excitation frequencies. Corresponding theoretical and experimen-
tal d / values of the S0 mode at various frequencies are listed in
Table 2.

To further confirm the frequency tuning, pulse-echo tests were
conducted using excitation at 210 kHz and 300 kHz, respectively.
Recorded received signals are shown in Figs. 12�b� and 12�c�. By
comparing peak-to-peak value of crack echoes, we see that this
echo is larger for the 300 kHz frequency �Fig. 12�a�, point A� than
that of the 210 kHz frequency �Fig. 12�a�, point B�. Since the
crack echo is the indication of crack presence, the clearer �larger�
one is desired. Hence, we choose the 300 kHz over the 210 kHz.
After tuning, EUSR experiments are conducted at the tuning fre-
quency 300 kHz and as well at other frequencies �210 kHz and
450 kHz� for further understanding the significance of frequency
tuning. EUSR scanning image results are shown in Fig. 13.

At the tuning frequency 300 kHz, we see that the broadside
crack was very clearly detected �Fig. 13�a��. The image not only
indicates the existence of the crack, but also correctly indicates its
position on the plate �note: polar coordinate is used in the imaging
process�. However, using exactly the same experimental setup, the
EUSR-generated image at 210 kHz shown in Fig. 13�b� cannot
clearly identify the existence of the crack, as well as the image
obtained at 300 kHz. At this frequency, we have lower d / value
�see Table 2�, which resulted in larger crack shade compared to
the higher frequency at 300 kHz. Figure 13�c� is the EUSR image
at 450 kHz. Though a shade representing the crack image can be
seen, it is still much weaker compared to the image obtained at the
300 kHz tuning frequency. By comparison, it can be concluded

„a… laboratory specimen layout and „b… experiment

ation: „a… pitch-catch voltage measurement, „b… pulse
n:
lic

o signal at 300 kHz tuning frequency
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hat phased array scanning at the 300 kHz tuning frequency offers
he best image quality. However, the reader should be aware that
or a different specimen and other PWAS types, the tuning fre-
uency would be different, since the specimen material and the
hickness, and the PWAS size and dimensions all contribute to the
uning process.

Thus far, the frequency tuning process has been concerned
bout the S0 mode for crack detection. For A0 mode, the strain
lot �Fig. 11� indicates that around 60 kHz, A0 reaches its peaks
hile S0 is almost suppressed. At this frequency, the correspond-

ng A0 mode wave speed is �1414 m/s, which results in a d /A0

Table 2 Theoretical and experimen

Frequency, f �kHz�

Theoretical

cS0
�m/s�

S0
�mm�

90 5405 60
120 5403 45
150 5402 36
180 5400 30
210 5397 25.7
240 5394 22.48
270 5391 20
300 5387 18
330 5383 16.3
360 5378 15
390 5373 13.8
450 5361 11.9

Fig. 13 EUSR inspection using frequency tuning: „a… E

image at 210 kHz, and „c… EUSR image at 450 kHz
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of �0.34. This is a feasible value for the application of PWAS
phased array. Therefore, for other types of damage detection
which needs A0 modes, such as corrosion detection, an A0 mode
tuning at 60 kHz can be used for the PWAS phased array appli-
cation. For more details about using S0 mode and A0 mode for
different types of damage detection, please refer to �10�.

3.2 Time reversal. Time reversal invariance of the acoustic
wave equations means that, for every burst of sound diverging
from a source—and possibly reflected, refracted, or scattered by
any propagation medium—there exists, in theory, a set of waves

d /� values at various frequencies

Experimental

d /S0

cS0
�m/s�

S0
�mm� d /S0

0.13 5482 60.9 0.13
0.18 5435 45.3 0.18
0.22 5482 36.5 0.22
0.27 5364 29.8 0.27
0.31 5388 25.7 0.31
0.36 5435 22.6 0.35
0.4 5435 20.1 0.4

0.44 5435 18.11 0.44
0.49 5297 16.1 0.5
0.53 5297 14.7 0.54
0.58 5252 13.5 0.59
0.67 5252 11.7 0.68

mapped image at 300 kHz tuning frequency, „b… EUSR
tal
USR
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hat precisely retrace all of these complex paths and converges in
ynchrony, at the original source, as if time were progressing
ackward. Based on this concept, Ing and Fink �11� presented
ork on a time-reversal procedure using time-reversal mirror

TRM� to focus energy of a laser-excited Lamb wave on various
aws on a 2D plate. Wang et al. �8� studied time reversal of
exural waves for SHM applications using Mindlin plate theory.
hey proved that A0 mode dispersive Lamb waves can be recom-
ressed into a tight wave packet through the time-reversal proce-
ure. Kim et al. �12� presented experiments with time-reversal
rocedure �TRP� as a baseline-free method for damage detection
or SHM applications. They observed that when a pair of S0 and
0 Lamb waves is generated, the time-reversal method gives rise

o multiple wave packets, i.e., it does not exactly reconstruct the
riginal signal. In this section, we will show that this effect �which
inders the use of time reversal procedure with Lamb wave SHM�
an be aleviated through the Lamb wave-tuning method discussed
n this paper.

3.2.1 Theory of Lamb Wave Time Reversal. In the time-
eversal procedure, an input signal can be reconstructed at an
xcitation point if an output signal recorded at another point is
eversed in time domain and emitted back to the original source
oint. However, due to dispersive behavior and multimodes char-
cteristic of the Lamb waves, it is difficult to exactly reconstruct
he input signal at the excitation point. Figure 14 shows the block
iagram of Lamb wave time-reversal procedure.

Computations are first processed in frequency domain to calcu-
ate input signal Vin and structure transfer function G�	�, for dis-
rete values of 	. In the second step, an inverse Fourier transform
s performed to derive the dispersed forward wave Vx in time
omain. Next, this forward wave is time reversed and denoted as
ignal Vy. Lastly, repeat the first two steps but replace Vin with Vy,
he input signal is reconstructed as Vout. If Vin is symmetric, Vout is
n phase with Vin. If Vin is asymmetric, the Vout should be time
eversed to be in phase with Vin. The relationship between Vout
nd Vin is governed by

Vout�t� = IFFT�Y�	� · G�	� = IFFT�Vin�− 	��G�	��2 �11�

here IFFT�  denotes inverse Fourier transform, time-reversal
roperty of Fourier transform was used in the deduction. Note that

G�	��2 is the frequency-dependent transfer function that affects
he wave propagation through the medium.

For Lamb waves with only two modes �A0 and S0� excited, the
�	� function can be written using Eq. �3� as

G�	� = S�	�e−i�Sx + A�	�e−i�Ax �12�

here S�	�=−i�a�0 /��sin��Sa�NS��S� /DS���
S�, A�	�=−i�a�0 /

�sin��Aa�NA��A� /DA���A�, �=	 /c, c represents the phase veloc-

Fig. 14 Lamb wave time-reversal procedure block diagram
ty. Thus,
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�G�	��2 = �S�	��2 + �A�	��2 + S�	�A*�	�e−i��S−�A�x

+ S*�	�A�	�ei��S−�A�x �13�

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate, and �S�	��2,
�A�	��2 are a series of real numbers. Substiting Eq. �13� into Eq.
�11�, the first and the second terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
�13� will introduce, together, one wave packet at the excitation
point, while the third and fourth terms will introduce two extra
wave packets in the reconstructed wave Vout in the time domain,
respectively.

The positions of these extra wave packets can be predicted
using Fourier transform property of right/left shift in time. Hence,
for the Lamb wave with two modes �S0 mode and A0 mode�, the
reconstructed wave Vout will contain three wave packets. The in-
put signal is not fully reconstructed in this case. This theoretical
deduction explains the experimental observations of �12� that
were discussed earlier. However, this situation could be alleviated
if single-mode Lamb wave could be excited. For the single-mode
Lamb wave �e.g., assume S0 mode is dominant after frequency
tuning�, G�	� function can be written as

G�	� = S�	�e−i�Sx �14�

Thus, Vout in Eq. �11� has the same phase spectrum as the time-
reversed Vin �if Vin is symmetric, time-reversed Vin is identical to
Vin�, and the magnitude spectrum of Vout equals the magnitude
spectrum of Vin modulated with �G�	��2. For narrowband excita-
tion, �G�	��2 can be assumed to be constant. In this case, Vout
contains one wave packet representing a perfect reconstruction of
the input signal Vin. If �G�	��2 varies considerably in the excita-
tion frequency band, the reconstructed signal Vout still contains
one wave packet but may or may not have a similar shape of the
input signal Vin.

3.2.2 Time Reversal Simulation of PWAS-Coupled Lamb
Waves. We have shown in Sec. 3.2.1 that, in order to fully recon-
struct the input Lamb wave signal with the time-reversal proce-
dure, the input signal should be tuned to a frequency point where
only one Lamb wave mode is dominant. To achieve this, a nar-
rowband input signal is always preferred.

In our simulation, we considered two 6.4 mm round PWASs,
one as transmitter and the other one as receiver, 400 mm apart on
a 1 mm aluminum plate. Figure 15 shows the normalized strain
plots of Lamb-wave A0 mode and S0 mode of a 1 mm aluminum
plate. Note that the strains of two Lamb wave modes are
frequency-dependent.

Following the procedure described in Fig. 14, a number of nar-
rowband tone bursts �16-count Hanning windowed� of different
carrier frequencies were tested and the input signal was recon-
structed using the time-reversal method. Figures 16–18, show the
reconstructed waves and residual waves obtained after applying
the time reversal method. The input signals were 16-count tone
bursts with 500 kHz, 290 kHz, and 30 kHz carrier frequency, re-

Fig. 15 Predicted Lamb wave response of a 1 mm aluminum
plate under PWAS excitation: normalized strain response for a
7 mm round PWAS „6.4 mm equivalent length…
spectively. The first frequency corresponds to a case in which both
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he A0 and the S0 modes are excited. The second frequency cor-
esponds to a preferential excitation �tuning� of the S0 mode,
hereas the third frequency corresponds to the preferential exci-

ation �tuning� of the A0 mode. These three cases are discussed in
etail next.

As indicated in Fig. 15, A0 and S0 modes show similar strength
round 500 kHz. Therefore, both wave modes are excited by the
00 kHz tone burst. Subsequently, the time-reversed reconstructed
ave �Fig. 16� displays two big residual wave packets to the left

nd right of the reconstructed wave. This is exactly the case ob-
erved experimentally by �12�. In contrast, as indicated by Fig. 15,
he 290 kHz frequency generates a tuning of the S0 mode., When
he S0 mode is dominant, the reconstructed waveform is getting

uch better with much smaller residual packets. However, as
hown in Fig. 17, there are still some small residual wave packets,
o the left and right of the main reconstructed wave. The reason
or these residual wave packets is that the 16-count tone burst has
finite bandwidth, and hence, a small amplitude residual A0 mode
ets excited besides the dominant S0 mode. To eliminate the re-
idual waves, a tone burst with increased count number, i.e., nar-
ower bandwidth, should be used. However, the signal will be-
ome long in time duration and lose its resolution in time domain.
f we excite with a low frequency, such as 30 kHz, we find from
ig. 15 that the A0 mode is dominant while the S0 mode is very
eak. In addition, at these lower frequencies, the bandwidth of the

ig. 16 Untuned time reversal: reconstructed input using 16-
ount tone burst with 500 kHz carrier frequency. Strong re-
idual signals due to multimode Lamb waves are present.

ig. 17 Time reversal with S0 Lamb wave-mode tuning: recon-
tructed input using 16-count tone burst with 290 kHz carrier
requency. Weak residual wave packets due to residual A0

ode component are still present due to the side band frequen-
ies present in the tone burst.

ig. 18 Time reversal with A0 Lamb mode tuning: recon-
tructed input using 16-count tone burst with 30 kHz carrier

requency; no residual wave packets are present
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16-count tone burst input signal becomes narrower in actual kilo-
hertz values as compared to the high-frequency bands. Hence, as
indicated in Fig. 18, the 30 kHz test signal resulted in a very good
reconstruction with the time-reversal method. We see from Fig.
18, that the A0 mode dominates and that the narrowband input
signal was perfectly reconstructed by the time-reversal method,
with practically no residual wave packets being observed.

Another important fact studied in our simulation was the rela-
tive amplitude of the reconstructed wave and the residual wave
packets obtained during the time-reversal process at various exci-
tation frequencies. Figure 19 shows the plots of the reconstructed
wave packet amplitude and of the residual wave packets ampli-
tudes over a wide frequency range �10–1100 kHz�. As it can be
seen, for an input signal with a fixed number of counts �here, a
16-count tone burst�, the residual wave packet amplitudes vary
with respect to input signal tuning frequency. The residual reaches
local minimum values and local maximum values at certain tuning
frequency points. Hence, the frequency tuning technique can be
used to select the optimized input signal frequency that will im-
prove the reconstruction of the Lamb wave input signal with the
time-reversal procedure, thus giving a much cleaner indication of
damage presence, when damage in the structure is detected
through the breakdown of the time-reversal process �for example,
for the PWAS size of 7 mm and plate thickness of 1 mm consid-
ered in our simulation�. Figure 19 indicates that, the 30 kHz,
300 kHz, 750 kHz, and probably the 1010 kHz would be optimal
excitation frequencies to be used with the time-reversal damage
detection procedure for this particular specimen and PWAS types.

4 Summary and conclusions
This paper has presented a theoretical and experimental study

of the Lamb wave frequency tuning with piezoelectric wafer ac-
tive sensors �PWASs� for use in structural health monitoring
�SHM� applications. Since Lamb waves are multimodal, the
PWAS transducer can, in principle, excite all Lamb wave modes
possible at a given frequency-thickness product. This multimodal
aspect can hinder the damage detection process, since many struc-
tural health monitor techniques are based on the principle that
only one wave mode is present. The first part of the paper has
shown how the study of the PWAS interaction with the host struc-
ture can lead to methods to preferentially excite/detect only the
desired Lamb wave mode or modes. The paper has presented an
analytical approach to predicting the PWAS-Lamb wave interac-

Fig. 19 Reconstructed wave and residual wave in terms of
their maximum amplitudes using 16-count tone burst over wide
frequency range „10–1100 kHz…
tion using the spacewise Fourier transform. This approach allowed
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s to predict the amplitudes of each Lamb wave mode as function
f frequency, plate thickness and material, and PWAS geometry.
hus, tuning frequencies could be identified at which the response
f a particular Lamb wave mode is being either maximized or
inimized. Thus, it was shown possible to predict, analytically,

he tuning frequencies of a PWAS installed on an isotropic plate
nd predict the frequencies at which only one particular Lamb
ave mode is present. These theoretical predictions were then
alidated through systematic experiments performed with PWAS
f various geometries on plates of different thickness values. The
esults for square and rectangular shapes installed on 1 mm and

mm aluminum alloy plates are being reported in this paper.
omparison between the predicted and measured response curves
nd tuning frequencies have identified that good agreement can be
stablished between theory and experiments if an effective PWAS
ize is used. The need for the use of an effective PWAS size
esides in the fact that the bonding between the PWAS and struc-
ure has finite stiffness, whereas the theory assumed that the bond-
ng was ideal �i.e., infinitely rigid�. The effective PWAS size val-
es for various PWAS shapes are given in Table 1.

The second part of the paper has presented a couple applica-
ions of the PWAS-Lamb wave tuning. Different SHM techniques
ely, to a greater or less extent, on frequency tuning concepts. In
his paper, we considered two SHM techniques that benefit greatly
rom PWAS-Lamb wave tuning: �i� the PWAS phased array
ethod and EUSR imaging, and �ii� the time-reversal method.
he PWAS phase array method takes advantage of PWAS-Lamb
ave tuning in order to preferentially excite the S0 Lamb wave
ode, which is preferred for through crack detection. Our inves-

igations have shown that the desired frequency for optimal crack
etection can be determined based on simultaneous satisfaction of
wo criteria: �i� maximize the S0 Lamb wave response, and �ii�
nsure a favorable d / ratio for good phased-array performance
ith avoidance of perturbing side lobes. Using these criteria, both

heoretical and experimental tuning have been conducted; it was
ound that the 300 kHz frequency was optimal for crack detection
n a 1 mm thick aluminum plate using an eight 7 mm square
WAS array. To further verify the significance of frequency tun-

ng, the phased array scanning was also conducted at 210 kHz and
50 kHz, and the results showed that only the 300 kHz gave a
orrect indication of the presence of the crack while the 210 kHz
ave a larger image of crack and both 210 kHz and 450 kHz
ould not give strong and clear crack images.

Time reversal is a method to reconstruct a signal by injecting it
ack into the structure at the receiving transducer in time-reversed
equence. In SHM applications, the time-reversal process has
een advocated �12� as a base-line free method for damage detec-
ion base on the premise that the signal reconstruction will break-
own when the structure is damaged. However, due to the multi-
odal character of the Lamb waves, the time-reversal

econstruction gave multiple signals instead of a single one, as
xpected �12�. In this paper, we have shown that the success of the
ime-reversal approach may be strongly dependant on the ability
o tune into a single Lamb wave mode. After developing an ana-
ytical formulation for the time-reversal process as applied to mul-
imode Lamb waves, the paper has presented a few examples on
ow tuning can assist the time-reversal reconstruction. First, it
62 / Vol. 129, DECEMBER 2007
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was shown that when two Lamb wave modes are present �A0 and
S0�, the reconstructed signal presents undesired residual wave
packets. Then, it was shown that tuning can strongly improve the
time-reversal process. Two examples were given: �i� S0 Lamb
wave-mode tuning around 290 kHz, and �ii� A0 Lamb wave tun-
ing around 30 kHz. It was shown that mode tuning aleviates the
time reversal issues �residual side packets� present at untuned fre-
quencies �e.g., 500 kHz�, but this aleviation is perturbed by the
fact that even a smoothed tone burst contains sideband frequen-
cies besides the main carrier frequency. These sideband frequen-
cies residually excite the mode that we want to suppress. For this
reason, the S0 Lamb wave-mode tuning could not completely
eliminate the residual A0 mode packets, while, nevertheless,
strongly suppressing them. In contrast, the A0 Lamb wave-mode
tuning was found to be much more successful, with virtually no
residual S0 modes. �This fact was attributed to the fact that at the
A0 tuning frequency the S0 response is generally very weak.�

Overall, this paper has shown that PWAS Lamb wave tuning
can be a powerful tool in the implementation of active SHM tech-
nology.
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